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Like roofing styles, some window styles work better for particular houses than for others. While
design and structure could be flexible, there are some houses that seem more suited to specific
window designs. Here are some architectural styles present in the New England region and the
window styles that look good on them.

Spanish Colonial and other colonial architecture normally have window styles that are very simple
depending on the culture they are derived from. Spanish Colonial houses may or may not have
decorative windows complete with false balconies, window grilles, or frosted glass lites, but these
are commonly wide slider or roller windows. There may also be a series of casement windows, but
individual casement windows are commonly used in most of the other Colonial style houses.

Victorian, Elizabethan, and Queen Anne style houses may have any type of window, but windows in
these are usually small casement or double hung windows or enormous picture windows. These
houses may also have bay windows for bedrooms and sunrooms. When renovating these houses,
at least one panel of their bay windows may be a casement window or a double hung window
instead of fixed.

American Craftsman style houses may also feature almost any type of window except large picture
windows. American Craftsman style houses are cozy but can let in air and light when needed. They
are also more modest than Victorian houses, and somewhat more discreet in appearance, keeping
occupants hidden even as they look out of windows of adequate size.

Bungalow designs have similar characteristics. These houses may be short, but are somewhat
wide, enabling a great degree of air circulation. Bungalows may be given wide sliding windows, a
series of casement windows, or big bay windows with opening lites. Replacement windows Boston
homeowners get includes all these and more to choose from.

Replacement windows Massachusetts tend to be associated or inspired by Old World architecture,
which is why modernists or avant-garde architect Frank Lloyd Wright shunned them in their designs.
Wright and his colleagues preferred large glass sliding doors. However, there are many other types
of windows applied to these kinds of houses.

Modernist residences are the similar in that their windows are simple, yet beautiful. There are wide
sliding windows, big sliding glass doors, roof lanterns, and clerestory windows to maximize the entry
of light. The replacement windows RI contractors offer are strong, and keep occupants safe from the
elements. For more information, see EPA.gov and Architecture.About.com.
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For more details, search a Replacement windows Boston, a Replacement windows Massachusetts
and a replacement windows RI service in Google for related information.
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